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By Beth Kery

Headline Publishing Group. Paperback. Book Condition: new. BRAND NEW, Glimmer, Beth Kery, For
fans of E. L. James, Sylvia Day, Jodi Ellen Malpas, J. Kenner and Maya Banks. From the New York
Times bestselling author of the Because You Are Mine series and The Affair, comes a scorching novel
about blazing passion from forbidden desire.Alice Reed, an ambitious graduate from the wrong side
of the tracks, is surprised and intrigued when she wins a coveted place at business school Camp
Durand. The summer training camp, run by Durand's elusive CEO Dylan Fall, is legendary, and she
can't help but wonder why she's been chosen. It soon becomes clear that Dylan desires Alice. And
Alice is powerless to resist his fierce sexual appetite, finding ecstasy and escape in his arms night
after passionate night. But behind her lover's magnetic facade and incredible sensuality, Alice
senses darkness. Dylan's past is playing catch-up, his secrets waiting to be unleashed. When the
long-buried truth emerges, will it tear them apart for ever? Alice and Dylan's passionate, explosive
romance continues in Glow.For more electrifying romance, don't miss the other titles captivating
titles by Beth Kery, The Affair, the One Night of Passion series, and her...
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ReviewsReviews

Good eBook and helpful one. It really is writter in straightforward words and phrases and never confusing. I am just e ortlessly could possibly get a
enjoyment of looking at a published book.
-- Romaine Rippin-- Romaine Rippin

The book is great and fantastic. it absolutely was writtern very properly and beneficial. It is extremely difficult to leave it before concluding, once you begin
to read the book.
-- Lyda Davis II-- Lyda Davis II
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